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attire or is it Mustahab (preferable
type of kurta the clothing of the
Salihin, or is it the attire of the
people only?

Please explain with proof.
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to cover the body, irrespective how
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was desired in Shariah then we wou
found the Fuqaha’ and Muhaddithin
complete chapter on clothing, nor
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Mention is made in the books of fiqh
prohibition of such clothing that
and tyrants wear. How can it ever
ulama’ who are the inheritors of
Rasulullaah ($88 ever wear the clothing
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Answer: Kurtas were used and in vogue
time of RasOtullaah the Qur’an mention
to the kurta of Yusuf $$$££,

conNevertheless, as far as the Indian kuna is
not worn by the Arabs
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. The kurta of the
used to be till above the ankles and round
have the slits that our Indian kurtas
Faqihul Ummah part 5 pA3]

An Excerpt from Thamar&tul AwnScjr
by ANMufti Al-A'azam of Pakistan
Hadhrat Mufti ShafT Al-Uthmani Al-Deoban

far

It is narrated in the Sunan al Arbaah (four
hadith) from Salamah bin AkwaŜ isK^

th

Rasulullaah
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that I am a hunter, (tying
and running is difficult),

thi
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it

ts it permissible
the kurta and perform Salah wearing it as
replied, “ Yes, but fasten the collar even if
thorn.

:

left
kurta

the

”
Note: The kurta of the Arabs used to be long
the shin, and there were no slits on the
side. Based on this, in wearing only the
possibility of any nakedness or any of
(awrah) being exposed. [Thamardtul Awrdq
of the monthly journal “ Al-Mufti Deobam

Translation edited by
Mufti Afzal Hoosen Elias
Muhraam 1431 — January 2010




